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APPRAISING LEARNER PROGRESS IN READING .

The teacher needs to:appraise.pupil achlevament.continuou5lY in

reading achievement. There are numerous.teehaiques tp utilize in:ap-

praising student progress in reading: ,Which evaluation procedures might

then be utili ed to ascertain achievement in
,'"

,learning to read effectively?
.

Teacher Observation

\,- The teacher needs to ObserveAo notice progress being eade by each

student in the reading curriculum. Each school d learners reveal

successes as well as hindranCes'in learning to read. What might.a.teacher

observe in terms Olplearner progress in reading?e

'4- 1. errors made in phdWetic analysis. Thus, the involved leaher

is not associating sounds with symbols appropriately. The word(sr the

pupil is not identifying correctly Are consistent between symbol and. -

sound and yet the learner is not,makipg correct graOheme-Lphoneme

asSociation44 .
.

.

2. errors made in ovelrgeneralzing in phonics. The pupil is

attempting.to relate grapheNes and phonemes when'the consistency is not

in evidence.- Inconsistencies between symbol and sound need to be re-

solved with Ple resulting words being learned by sight, obit grapheme-

phoffeme relationships. . .
.

3,- errors made in word calling rather than reading fluently to

comprehend content. The words read a e stated in isolated units; thus,

reading in thought units or meaningfu phrases is not in evidence.4 Ex-

cess struggling to identify isolated words hinders glekning id6as in the

reading curriculum.
.

a.

r
..

4, errors made irhnot paying attention-to punctuation Marks. Inter-.

pretaticin of content, as desired by the author, might then be'seriously

minimized. To read a declarative sentence as an interrogative, sentence
hinders comprehension of contents, as do omissions of commas, eAclama-

tion marks, dirkt quotes vAid direct, address. .

5. errors in substituting words, ',Instead, of the arrect word in

context, a pupil subsititutes an incorrect ward. Serious compyehebsion

problems- may well be a relevant end result.

errors-in omitting key words, It is no wonder that studentd
then.cannot attach meaning- to-what is being read. .Generally, but not

always, each'word in print is sinifi ant to read. ,An adequate number

of wordg need to be correctly identi *Id for comprehensJon of content

"to be in evidence.
I

lip
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7. errors in repeating that which has beentread correctly in

sequence.. A word, phraSe, or'entire sentence may be reread by the in-

volved student-ancLyet just previously, the content had been read/601,-

rectly. Generally, the student is attempting to pronounce the new word
'correctly in the next seotencev itall or part of a previous sentence is

.

rcread correCtly:

a. errors in. hesitating in ward identification. The learner takes

fronftwo to.five seconds put identifies the'sequentfal word ,correctly.

-Struggling with word identification hinders in covvrehending content.
If students. spend an excessive 'amount of time in identff9ing a word, no

doubt, the,abstract words are to complex within a textbook or. trade book.

9. error's in dot being able to identify words. The teacher or a

learner who reads,well identifies the unknown word to the involved..

reader. When incorrect word,recognitiOn approaches. the five per cent

level Or higher, reaA ding iomprehens39/Will s ffer.

It 4, quite obvious that a good reading to cher is a,quality ob-

server in eveluating .students skills in recognizing words: ac well .a-s in
,

. .

2

comprehending content.

Using Checklists

orSome of the observation's\madeby the teacher'of a student's pro-

gres-s in reading should-bet recorded. A checklist can be developed by

4the teacher 'to noticA,e learner progress in Feading. ThuS, on a check-

list.; the teacherqer example, amy list. he 'following reading behaviors

to evaluate if student are realizing-objectives:-

. .Comprehends factual content while reading.

2. Understands major generalizations:

3. Attaches meaning tC)sequenial content.'

-) i. Follows directions accurately.

5. Develops creative ideas.

6. Analyzes ideas-read.in terms of be7ng fact/or opinion, eality,

or f5ntasy; or accurate rather then inaccurate content.

7. Can support map ideas with supporting facts.

Each learner needs,to be ready to ar.hieve objectives listed on a

checklist. A separate ch'ecklist needs to be available for each student.

4 .)
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The name of the student .and the date the behaviors were checked need too

appear pn.the checklist. Weak behavior in terms of listed item's should

0

be noticed, recorded, and remedial assistance providde.
t

Teacher:Written Tests

Generally, five kings of-teacher.w.ritten tests
,

are recognized to *

.
be utilized in,evaluating learner learner progress. True-Ifalsesitem;

exemplify one approach .of the five.' A studenp may then read a liven
o .,,

( c
4

§election and be'tested in.coMprehending its lontents.. The.true-false

,

items need to be valid.. To emphasize I/al-Wily, each.item must relate

directly to the Subject matter read. True-false'items mush be clearly .

4N
!

writteq so that vague items are definitely not in eliider. Reliability,
. ,,,, .

.

pr tonsistentcy in obtained results, is a problem if vaguene%s exfsts, in ..,-

,, .. .

..

Written fesi items, Why? If Ihe'involved student took he same test

r
, ,

,

the second time, the resporiss5,'-n4 doubt, would differ from the resules

, -... N .

.
- P. 'of the first adniinistratiqo of the test. If the resplts differ from the

F. .. ...,,h

4 first' to the second administration of the same test (test-retest), per-
.

., f t

hapi, .little NfOrmation is then obtained about 'the involved student's"

prOgress. For example, if a learnellobtained 50.per cent of tht items

correct the first administration of the test and 90- per dent the second

administration, with notopportunitiesto do additional study, the results

Aleuid be confusingindeed. Securing 50% correct makes it appear as if .

tiisyent did poorly. But.,, obtaining 90 per cent right of the total

items on the test, makes for 6 ratheegood test scOse:-:

4

Multiple choiceitems may be written by the teacher to ascertain

learner progress. Generally., four alternatives are availbale for stud-:

ents to respond, to. EaCh of the four should he plausibleor. reasonable.

Any alternativealternative that is ridiculous can immediately be taken out by the

responding student with no previously acquired learning:
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. *

In the multiple choice items, each stem should mat h up:as beijpg

grammatically correct with i,hdividual responsesa-, ,.c, and d. Other- .

% '
, 0

wise, .clules may be:in evidence as to which is fhe*correct alternativq. ,

.
, w

Th ultiple choice items on a)est'tan be utilizted to measure student
\ .

... .
... .,. 4

,

achievement i41 readir4 comprehension. Thus, after a student has; read (a
,, . . ^p

given selection, he/she Aay take a mil tiple choice test to nckice pxogi-ess '
,

.

,

A
in cpr p,rehending .content,from a,given% page, several Pages ,. a chapter,' or

. ,.
.

individuallyentire unit. The teacher needs to be certain that pupqs individually
,

.

_...areabi-e-to read the test Items.. Otherwise, the: tests wilt no 'measure

:...-

what students have learned .

Completion items, as a,third kind of te'acheervwritten test, may Ob

utilized to ascertain facts, concepts and general izations eatquired by

learnerg. 'Thus, after' read4hg a g,iven select-00, the student can' respond' to \I
e

o *

. , a et Of completion. tesf items. The teacher needs to:be certain that an

adequate amount of coiitent is contained in any completion item ,o that

, 4 students'know what is wartten n terms of responses. With too many blanks
, ,

. ,

in any compltiOn item, studentsAlght fiot know which responses ttp write.

Should more than one answer be correct In any.. blank,in a completion
. I . . /

test, the teadher..needs to givdcredit` where credit .i s due. Tile blanks
.

\ N.

should 'be ccingruertt in length so that unnecessairy cues are not given to
).

studehts i.n terms of which response is correct.

A fourth type of teacher written test item is a matching test. To
, .

appraise learner comprehension in reading,
A.

a learner may match column one
'1 v

with column ,two. There should be more` items in orte .column.'compa-red to the

other so that the process of elimination may not be utilized excessively

'-,,,

by the learner. In' all cases? ,the student should be taught tp initial ly
i

. ,

match items in ,the. two columns of which he/she is' certaln. -More fertainty

. is then involved in marching the rest of the items, column one with col-
..-

umn two. If an 'item from either col inn can be, utilized more that once in.\ ; .

6



tile'matchingprocets, this should be made clElar to the:test taker by the

teacner or person professionally responsible for administering the test.

Directions for takihg )1ny test must be clarified to the learner so that

situations are Optimal fordoing the best possible on,appraisal procedures.

A fifth means involves the utilization of essaxtests. Learners
.

4

must have an.adequately.developed writing vacabUlary to respond effec-
. 9

4
o -

tively to. essay tests. -The-essay items need to be delimited so that

students knowlvhat is.waftted in terms of responseS; 'However, there. is a
.

point of do return. tn delimiting response§ wanted in essay tests. Thus, a

_question could be so specific that a. factual answer is needed to provide.
.

a correct answer. If a factual response is desired, it is better to use
...- . /

,a true-false irlmultiple choice item.: i

..t. . , ,./ °

Essay itemi-require' Ke involved-student to organize content effectively

in order...that Sequential content. is presented within a' paragraph-or several

-oparagraphs. Major emphasis ina0praising'essay.responses by,the teacher

(or 'though teacher-pupil planning) should be. placed ,upon the quality "of

idherent subjectomatter. If a teacher wishes to. evaluate the Correctness

of the mechanic's of writing, this,,,,shquf?e done separately, from the

quality of foleas presented.

The mechanics of writing inclOde include correct spelling; Capitali-

zation,-pundtuaton, and usage, as. well as the learner exhibiting legible

handwriting. Certainly, it is significant to guide leirners individually

to Make continuous progress irithe mechanics ofmwriiing.

Using.Criterion-referencedrests .

'Criterion- referenced tests (CRT) emphaSize use of measurably

stated and not general objectives. ,.CRT's can be written by teacher's or

'purchased_cOmderOally. The teaoher chooses the learning activities to

guide learners to attain the measurable ends.

7
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After the Yearning activ-ftieStave been utilized, the teacher needs

to;appraise student progress. progr:ess is determined.by assessing ifthe

student has/has not attained the-Orecisp end. It-is .a6t,either-or.'situ.-:
.

. .. ,

ation if alearner tias.or has not eengucessful in goal aainment.
4

The critg-ion tie sp i, fic, precise 9bjeotiVe,which each

',pupil is to. attain., The test ipCRTjs.meAsp-ing.to ascertain if itle. in-

,
'volved student. has or has not achieved fhe'criterion.

'6

.

CRT need to follow the follOwingstandards:
.

.

1. the measurably stated end/mustbe arranged sequentially in
,/

ascending order of complexity. .

2. each objective should be stated so that it oan be determined if

,
a pupil .has /has not achieved the desired end. General objectives should
nOt.be utilized todetermipe pupil progress:

;

)

'3. qearrallg activities Chosen by the eacher must contain content
which assists students to achieVe each measurable objectiVe. No other-

subject matter or skills need beemphasized in the learning activities
selected. . .

4. tests utilized to measure student achievement should determine
if pupils individually,,have'achieved objectives. No other items should

appear on the test. For a test .to6be valid, it must cover whato-t has been 4

taught.

- _
Using Standardized Tests

Qv

Standardized tests, also mailed norm referencedNests, ar 'ubli,s46d

.

by commercial companies, No referenced test relults spread stylden

out from high to- low./' Thus, in a given fourth grade, the ran"§e of readin

achievement from a standardized test May.be.from'grade six to grade two.

Thus, a spread of scores is in evidence. Norm referenced tests are devel-
.

oped and written in a manner to have a range,of scores from high to low:

CRT's are-not*written to achieve a spread of scores, riper to(determine

if measurably stat&I ends are/are not being.4chieved., The speCific end,

or objective becomes an absolute. Piper the learner does or does not

achieve the measurable,objeCtiVe.

al
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.

-1 The question' arises: "Why are norm4referenced tests written to
. (

spread pupils' out as to results obtained from- taking the test? Teachers
.

wit supervisors .in selected situations desire to know how learWrs in

their very own schools compare with students in schievement from other

geographical areas and'ryions. If I am a third grade teacher, how do

G my Bupils compare with learners upon which the norm referenced test was

standardized? The students upon which' the norm referenced test was

.

standardized' needed to have a wide range of scores in terms of results.

Thus, in the target group, results were obtained for the average achieve=

meat for any grade ',I) evel. In this way only, students' results from our

sqpiols can be compared with the

41.

nOrms,provided by students whose results
ft. . t- J

were utilized to'standardize the involved test. . . ,

,

Wpen students in our'schools are compared with those of the norms in
, 4

i

,,

the stapdardized test, a comparisdn els made. Oneilearner in the 'sixth

grade may have achievedon the seventh grade level/in reading accomplIsh-,i '.

'', .

ment, according to the manual of thestandardized1,\
l

test. This does not

tell us If this fis. where our learner should,be ftesently in achievempr.
. ( .

If the involked student is in the sixth grade attheibeginnind of a' °

1-:

school year measures initial sixth grade reading achievement on the stan-

dardized test, the chances are this I iIs where the learner should be achieving
,

1 . 1

if he/she-4s'of average inteligenceand capabilities. Additional appraisal

techniques whoula be utilized,lho&der, to determine at whatspecific .

level of accomplishment,the learner actually is and what can be done to

emphasize sequential optimal achievement.

Teachers may utilize results of students from- standardfzed tests to

improve the curriculum. Thtls, if teachers receive knowledge of individual

. r (
.

items missed on a'test
)

the identified deficiencies become ob-

jectives for students to achieve: The inaduate responses given by 't.

1 r
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0 The teacherl yate student progress on a five point scale involving

general 4jectivei in reading.. Five would be the highest and one the -

lowest rating giyen for ally one behavior. The following are examples of

learners shOuldAonly become goals tbr(student attainment if the teacher

t

deems that relevancy in these learnings is inol.ved.

I .

-A Stawedized tests chosen in rea-d4g should be valid. Validity

emphasizes that teq:items cover what has been taught n the classrooM.
, -

,.._

Thus, prOgress in word fecognition, comprehension of content/ and vocabu-.

lary development items on-the norareferenced tests should Measur sip ar

objectiVes'stressed in teaching-learning situations. The goals of the

standardized test then shouldharmonize with goals s r ssed'In the school's

reading curriculum. 4 4

Reliability of-any teit is important. Thus, a student took the

same test over again without opportunities to s udy;.,he/s1-ie would, receive

similar re4ults.

Using Rating Scale.

general readi g objectivel-which may be placed on a rating scale:

i. The 0,01 recalls fatts from ongoing re'adin5 materials:

2. The learner is able 'to,follow printed direction's.

3. The Student can ?ell in his/her own words subject matter read.
:,4

C7 4. The learnec is able to develop ageneralization and.prOvide
supporting facts.

v

An issueoinvolved in utilizing rating scales to evaluate learner

progress involves the-following' question: Should the ratings be based

upon what the involved-pupil can reasonably well achieve or should the,-
'

eatidgs refleh absolute standards, e. g. a criterion that needs tob

, applied to each and every student? Certainly, studentseiffer from Bach

other in many ways, including diverse facets of reading progress. And yet,
.\ ..a

to achieve objective number one above, eadh:learner needs, to be at a

. I

~ I .10
p 4;: ,.. ctii.g4



"'minimal level of accomplishMemNitorder to truly -state orallY selected '

facts read`. -The issue'becomes tlarified if measurably stated objectives

are utIlized.:Thus, the same objective, might read: ,Given a 200 word

selection the pupiT.will answer three of four questions correttlytinvol-

ving reading of factual.content.SeV41)1Ce ia)1;1,9 4-571". 1)e
e A

A question, however still arists; Is it.reasonableas a task for a

learner to read a two hundred word selectionlaa'tomprehend questions -

wherebyvseVenty-five per cent of the factS are recalled acturatelyi'

Rating scales can be duplicated so that each student being' rated -.
. ,

has.a scale of his/her own. .,pe,tudenes, name and date should appear on'
. .

'

the rating scale. .Th& results can be filed, in the...learner' s .cin .mani
.

fr. 4

folder.- When omparing previ uswith present ratings progress of individual

, evai4 a eCI, . . It
leafners, may , not eAthe same when rating scales are utilised in

-9,

(4.succeskiVe eval ations. The involved ttacher,may attempt to be intrpas-, .

0

. \

ingly objective by utt1i11li±ing the rating scale appr'oximately the same time) , -..----.....

each appraisal, e. g..9 am. on Tuesday mornings. Also, the teacher

,.--.
1

.

needs:to utilize additional appraisal, procedures, so that one means is a
.. ,

I

check against other techniques of evaluation. Keeping written records,
.

\

0
s, as anecdotal, siatementsossists the teacher in keeping track pertain-

I
a"

ing to each pupil s progre.ss in reading.

.
1

\ Anecdotal Retords -"ts

_,,, i

.

The reading teacher needs tt recor7.1 selected intervals reading
..

. .1

progress of each learner. Fometting of-individual pupil proores's can

well occur unless- achievement of'student progreWlin reading is recorded.
.%

It might appear overwhelming to'a reading teacherto write 'statements

\.

7

about laarner achievement in reading, especially with large numb,i-s of

:students in a classroom: Ho ever, if the teadher records items of reading



achievement for two students per day,, it does not take laan'and the

Tounds .ba9 e been. made once in recording' progress for each learner in any

. V - .. ..
:.

"clssrooin. --_. tot .

. .

-There are selected criteria to follow in writing -anecdotal records at '..
.

selected, intervals -for,;each learner: t.

.1. behavipr.needs to be written in .a factual manner. 'Record exactly ..,
what happened:arid'do not usefloadeth vague terms. . . ...

- ..,.... -. .. .-

2. anecdotal statements Ahquld represent- a randOm sampling Of each
student's behavfor. If biased behdvior is recorded:- only.negAti.ve. or_ '
only posi time- incidents may be. recorded at d,efinite intervals of. tinie for
each learner. . .

. -..

3 .. the teacher needs. to 'be"aware of 'possible bised 'behavior' toward..:
some pupils. What is recorded must be otsjectiim and:fair to the involved'
fea'rn.. er. - \ . ,. i r 0

.\ o

'Using Confeilences

The,teather may conduct .conferenc0 with individuals- and mall groups'
I

to ascertain Jirogre:ss in reading There are numerous items' toldiScuss,

with learners' in evaluating the-ri" achievement. Among others, theifollowing

.

may be discussed with pupils jndividu'al,ly'and in commitees:'.;

1. like's and dislikes of content and topics to be read..
.

2. problems encountered in identifying new words.

3. difficulties. met in comprehending .content :read.
.

4. self appraisal of learner progress,) reading.

5. pupil-teacher 'planning in seledting objectives in the curricuhfm.

6.. learner input-in selecting learningx'activitie's ir. i'aading..,.

7. students aiding-in developing' unique methods of appraising progress
in reading. l

8. learner-instructor planning to ascertain means of .enCouraging the,
former to do more reading of content, ciichas utirizing reinforcement tactics
to reward.reading belavior. , .

e

9. new methods recommended in the teaching ofreadi ng.

W.- diagnosis of ind ividual problems In f-gading achleyement.

12
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.
.

Parent - teacher conferences may also be hed to improve learner perfCr-
.

' mance in reading. To conduct an effective:COnderence, the teacher needs-to

have adequate knowledge of the present achievement level of the involved

parent's Son or dughter._ ,It is good to have samples of the learner's

.0Tducts in readThg, such as completed workbook or wordsheet pages. -'The

teacher needs.to reveal positive attitudes toward parants in the confer-

ence. Nothing generallysis acco4lished with-negative behavior....The

teacher must believe that parents can aid the son or daughter to improve

-skillsTn,reading. Thus, parents can listen to a child-read and read
A

stories to their offspring. They.can also discuss stories with their

children. The stories'may come from basal readers, library books, film-

and slides.

Parnets need to,ask questions of the teacher pertaining to their;

. .-child'5 progress in reading. The teacher should answer the questions clearly

and concisely,in terminology sundestood by lay persons.

The teaCher
/

can learn much from parents in a conference pertaining to

the child's interests; attitudes, and abilities in reading. These traits

of Opils-need to be utilized in developing the reading curriculum for each

A
learner. The tea,9henneedsto use personal interests of students'in selecting-

.

'reading materials for,the latter to pursue. Using interesting subject mat-

ter for a learner to pursue, can certainly aid achieving positive feelings

toward reading. 'Also, selectionS used in reading should challenge the

optimal use of capabilities-of each"reader.. Thus in conducting parent-

teacher conferences, id% teacher must be prepared to discuss student pro-,

.gress in reading., It is-good toshow Ark samples t9, parents of their

child's progress, An environment ln the conference needs to exist wherein

'both the teacher and parents feel free tO7develop a curriculum jn. reading

which glides the pupil to achieve in an optiaThl manner.--An agreement should

end the,' conference whereby-both the teacher and parents have know-le
. .

dge
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J.pertaining to guidance which can be given to the learner to read as well
.,. I

. .

'.-----,--S
as individual capacities permit. 4, . x

_ , /

Additional Appraisal Procedures

There are, numerous other methods which might be Used to evaluate

student achievement in reading.

1. The 100 running word method to ascertain reading levels of 0

individual pupils. Thus, at the beginning of a school year, losequ ntial
words should /be marked by the teacher in the involved baSal textbook The

content should be sepresentativ,e of content contained in the beginning of

the textbook. Four questions covering the 100 running words should be
4 written by the teacher. The teacher can have a learner read orally the

100 'words in a place where other studentscannotfiear subject matter being
read.

/ The teacher needs to markdown each word not recognized in reading.

f'//A student needs to identify 95 to 98 words correctly as an approximate fig-
ure from the 100 running words. Also, three of tour questions need to be
answered correctly for the textbook to be on the approximate reading level

of the involved student: Once word identification skills go downhill from
the 95%lrliel,',.comprehension, no doubt, also will be at a lower level. The

pupil migjit then not attach meaning to what has been read.

2.. Standardized reading tests may be utilized to determine reading

levels of students. These tests indicate which types of.errors to count.

When the stud nt reads Sequent l selection.to the teacher. The following

are counted as miscues: not being able to identify a word, hesitating on
recognizing words, substituting words, ()Missions made, mispronounciations,

andirepeating words-that were pronounced accurately. .,Comprehension ques-'

tions 'covering the content read; need responses froalearners to evaluate

comprehension. By following the manual, a teacher knows how to administer

and appraise' results from the test-. Appropriate materials may then be

located based on results from the standardized test in determining reading

levels. .

ti

In Simmary

, There are numerous means available.to appraise student progress in

-,,,- -

reading.

1. ..Using teache observation to determine weaknesses and then offer

/remediation work to vercome deficiencies.

2. Using checklists to mark which objectives a pupil has achieved.

Observations need recording to'notice specifically what needs emphasis in

lessons and units.- ti
.

3, Using diverse teacher written test.itemssuch as multiple choice,

true-false, essay, matching, and-completion.
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4. Using Criterfbn reference tests. The criterion are the measur&y4
stated objectives which students areto attain. Either a Student has or
has not achieved the objective. If a learner did not attain a specific end, .

anew teaching strategy then needs to be utilized.

5. Using standardized tests to notice progress in reading. Validity

and'reliability are two relevant concepts to emphasize when standardized
tests are used to measure learner achievement.

6. Using rate scales. On'afive point scale, the teacher may-appraise.
students.achtev4ng general objectives in the reading curriculum.

7. Using.anecdotal records. .The.teacher systematically needs to
record and date representative reading behaviors of each student,to notice
a pattern of progress.

' 8. Using cdnferences with learners and with parents to discuss means
of improving reading experiences for each student.

A comprehensive program of appraisal procedures-need; to be utilized
_

to determine each student's attainment of understandings, skills, and

attitudes in reading. Learning activities,can then be chopen_to-gUlde

students individually to achieve relevant goals and objectives in the read-

irig curriculum.
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